Sunway students shine

By JESWANT KAUR

SUNWAY College students in the Victoria University 3+0 Business degree programme beat their Australian counterparts in the overall pass and distinction rate in their first semester examinations this year. The students achieved top, equal top, or second-place rankings in 17 out of the 24 subjects. A total of 21 Sunway-Victoria University students received special mention for their outstanding results. Among them are Wong Jen Nee, top student in Finance of International Trade and Product and Pricing Strategy; Gwenda Soh Peik Hoon, top student in Corporate Law and Financial Accounting; Yong Teng Slew, top student for Macroeconomic Principles; Liew Li Kheng, top student for Business Statistics; Chong Miaw Yong, top student in Business Law and Susiato Muliani, top student for Computer Applications.

Dr Lindsay Smyrk, Sunway College course coordinator from Victoria University's Faculty of Business in Melbourne, Australia, said that while congratulations are due to the students, their achievements also reflect the dedication and professionalism of the college's teaching and administrative staff.

More than 500 students of various nationalities have got their business degrees through this eight-year-old partnership between Sunway and Victoria University.
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